
anatomy of a sunflower
life cycle of a sunflower
quick facts about a sunflower
biography of Vincent Van Gogh ( famous sunflower artist)

life cycle of a sunflower cut and paste worksheet
small to big cut and arrange worksheet
2x match math counting sunflower worksheets
1x symmetry drawing worksheet
1x letter S worksheet - for younger children
1x sunflower colouring page
1x sunflower acrostic poem worksheet
1x my sunflower reflection report worksheet

4x mini flash cards

1x bookmark
1x information fact sheet of Vincent Van Goghs famous "sunflowers art"
1x diy sunflower pot activity ( instructions on the page)
1x paint your own sunflower art like Vincent Van Gogh 
-( 2x mini flash cards of his paintings to copy from)
2x sunflower puzzles ( comes in count to 1-10 or x2 tables for the older kids)
4x match the other halve flash cards
6x clip the correct number flash cards( also included is math +-x= leaves for the older kids)
12x family fluency reading flash cards
1x anatomy of a sunflower POSTER A4 size

worksheets

Thankyou for purchasing our mini  
 sunflower study 

and activity packWhat in this pack

important information
Instructions are on each page

All page to be printed on A4 size paper, print
page 2 to 18 landscape , 19-28 portrait ( thick

card stock work best for flash cards

creative arts
language

maths
science

Ages Recommended

we have created this pack for
children of multiple ages. preschool
to year 6, is most suited, flash cards

and posters any age
great for morning baskets

28 pages
about us

Hi , i'm a home-schooling mum to three
wildlings following a natural learning
philosophy while trying to live a more

nature connected life on a small island.
In my spare time I enjoy creating nature

inspired learning resources using
watercolours and real photographs

inspired from our adventures.

follow us and get some freebies

@embracethewildling

www.barefootchild.info

http://www.barefootchild.info/
https://www.instagram.com/embracethewildling/
https://www.instagram.com/embracethewildling/
http://www.barefootchild.info/
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Facts about a

Vincent Van Gogh

Sunflower

Sunflowers are bee magnets  each
flower head produces a large volume of

pollen and nectar that lures in bees
and other pollinators

sunflowers exhibit a unique trait called
heliotropism, meaning they are sun
followers where the sunflower face

actually moves and follows the sun at
    all times throughout the day when

they are young

You might think each sunflower is just a single
bloom, but each flowerhead is actually made up of

up to two thousand florets (tiny flowers)

Vincent van Gogh is one of the world’s most
famous dutch painters. He started painting at
age 27.Vincent van Gogh painted a total of 11

artworks featuring sunflowers. This
collection of artworks painted between 1888 -
1889 are know as "the  sunflowers" -comprised
of 2 series the paris and the arles collections.

He was 31 years old when he sadly died

Sunflowers  Art 
Collection

cut out flash cards

Bookmark

cut out bookmark



The
Famous

 Sunflowers
 Collection is
 comprised of
 two series of
   paintings.   

 

The Paris sunflowers

 That August, van Gogh began the Arles Sunflowers collection while renting
four rooms in a yellow house. The collection was painted for his friend  a

French Post-Impressionist painter -Paul Gauguin ,who was coming to visit
van to work alongside him .van Gogh decided he would decorate the Yellow

House with paintings to please his guest. he painted a total of 7 sunflowers in
the arles collection .

The Arles sunflowers

   The first set of four sunflower paintings is known as The
Paris Sunflowers. These were created when the artist lived

with his brother Theo in the City of Light, ahead of moving
to Arles in the south of France in 1888. the Paris series

presents the flowers lying on the ground.

Sunflowers Collection
By Vincent Van Gogh

https://www.vangoghstudio.com/where-are-van-goghs-sunflowers/


Directions:  cut out flower heads
on the page below and pot, Get
your child to collect  sticks ( to
use as the stems) find the right

size glass jar and sticky tape pot
on the front face of it - then sit

your flowers in the jar to create
your sunflower pot

Directions: cut out the 2

Van Gogh artworks , set

them up and get your

child to paint them on a

blank piece of paper,

once your child paints

the artworks get them to

discuss what they felt

while painting the

sunflowers, also you can

ask them what they think

Vincent van Gogh felt

Example



Directions:  cut out flower heads on
this page and the pot above, Get your

child to collect  sticks ( to use as the
stems) find the right size glass jar and
sticky tape pot on the front face of it -

then sit your flowers in the jar to create
your sunflower pot Example



6 7 9 10

Cut out the ten pieces of the puzzle and then count to ten to put them in order.

Puzzle Time!

1 2 3 4 5 8

count to 10



12 14 18 20

Cut out the ten pieces of the puzzle and then count by 2 times tables to put them in order.

Puzzle Time!

2 4 6 8 10 16

2 times table



6 7 9 10

Cut out the ten pieces of the puzzle and then count to ten to put them in order.

Puzzle Time!

1 2 3 4 5 8

count to 10



12 14 18 20

Puzzle Time!

2 4 6 8 10 16

Cut out the ten pieces of the puzzle and then count by 2 times tables to put them in order.

2 times table
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extra activity

+ - x

= For kids who are a bit older, or to help
teach your child simple maths , cut out

each of our leaves and add them between
each number peg card. Once your child

clips the correct amount of sunflowers on
the cards above, get them to guess the

correct answer  and write on the answer
sunflower.

+ =

example

5



-at

bat
cat
fat
hat
mat
pat
rat
sat

-ip

dip
hip
lip
nip
pip
rip
sip
tip

-ap

cap
gap
lap
map
nap
rap
sap
tap

-in

bin
fin
kin
pin
sin
tin
win



-ig

big
dig
fig
gig
jig
pig
rig
wig

-ad

bad
dad
fad
had
lad
mad
pad
sad

-ot

cot
dot
got
hot
lot
not
pot
rot

-un

bun
fun
gun
nun
pun
run
sun



-it

bit
fit
hit
lit
nit
pit
sit
wit

-ag

bag
dag
gag
lag
nag
rag
sag
tag

-ug

bug
dug
hug
jug
lug
mug
pug
rug

-et

bet
get
jet
let
met
net
pet
set



Life Cycle of a
Sunfl owe r

Cut around the images and place in order on the lifecycle diagram above

SEED

SPROUT

BUDDING
PLANT

SUNFLOWER



cut & sort

Small to Big
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Sunflower Matching
Draw a line to match the number with the correct

 number of sunflowers
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Sunflower Matching
Draw a line to match the number with the correct

 number of sunflowers



Anatomy of a 
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Symmetry
 draw and colour the other half of the sunflower to show

symmetry:



The letter S

S s  S  s

S s  S  s

Draw something that starts with S 

Colour

Trace

Maze

Write

Trace



Colour me Can you draw 4 buzzing bees around the sunflower ?



F
L
O
W
E
R

S
U
N

Write a  acrost ic  poem on the l ines below:



My information reflection report
sunflower

My favorite activity was: I loved learning about:

Some Interesting facts I didn't know was ..

on the


